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1. Introduction 
Wireshark [4] is a network protocol analyzer which lets you browse network traffic while capable of 

running on multiple platforms. While GNU Radio [1] is a capable to receive, demodulate and process 

different packets such as IEEE 802.11 a/g/p. This project aims to provide a utility for new users of GNU 

Radio to access Wireshark and analyze their algorithms using it. It will establish a bridge between GNU 

Radio and Wireshark with the help of available PDU and OFDM codes. This would result into analysis of 

packets, received and processed by the GNU Radio, using Wireshark, and to analyze Packet Error Rate of 

the network algorithm. The project would demonstrate the capability of the GNU Radio to work as a 

generic receiver tool, while at the same time providing packets to Wireshark as well. 

In order to communicate with the Wireshark, GNU Radio will use the libpcap library, which is a C/C++ 

library for network traffic capture, and Wireshark uses it to capture the packets. A new block/socket will 

be developed inside GNU Radio in order to interact with Wireshark. On the other hand, to receive and 

process the WiFi packets an OFDM based receiver in GNU Radio will be used, which is developed by 

University of Innsbruck. As there are many OFDM codes are being written, this will help in working 

along those developments and integrating it into GNU Radio to make available a transreceiver which 

might provide full access down to physical layer.  

Skills Required: Signal Processing, Python 

Mentor: Ankit Kaushik, KIT 

I would like to add to the original proposal, some more important features such as: 

1. Implementation on Higher Modulation Schemes such as QAM-16, QAM-64 

2. Work on Channel Estimation, Equalization and Performance Evaluation with more sophisticated 

algorithms [9] 

3. Wireshark: Packet error rate analysis. 

I would also like to include, small part of work on limitations (discussed in section 2) of the OFDM based 

IEEE 802.11a/g/p receiver module, as it would: 

1. Helpful in understanding the Module in better way before further development 

2. Helpful to remove the limitations 

3. Help integrating the receiver module into the GNU Radio 

2. GNU Radio and OFDM Receiver 
GNU Radio [1] is an open source signal processing software tool provided to implement SDRs along with 

hardware such as USRP [6] provided by Ettus Research [7]. In SDRs components such as filters are 

implemented on software level and GNU Radio helps you to do the same. Hence it does most of the signal 

processing operations which varies from simple operations such as Multiplication up to complex 

operations such FFT and their plots. Since GNU Radio uses blocks and flow graphs to represent its 

operations, it makes the process quite easier for the user to understand. These flow graphs are primarily 

written in Python and the definition/working (critical signal processing) of blocks are written in C++. 



Now in order to receive and process a signal, GNU Radio uses different blocks/techniques such as MPSK 

receiver which is a digital modulation receiver. OFDM is used in all current and future wireless 

communication standards such as WiMax, LTE and as well in DVB-T. The Computer and 

Communication System lab at University of Innsbruck has developed an OFDM receiver for IEEE 

802.11a/g/p [4] which comprises all layers, hence it supports WiFi as well which would be required for 

this project. This module uses some already developed tools such as VOLK, IT++ library, matched 

filtering etc. Its working is divided in two parts, Frame Detection and Frame Decoding respectively. A 

small summary of its working is as following: 

a. Frame Detection: It is worth to note that in this receiver module stream tagging is used to notify 

the start of an OFDM frame. Now the first thing in order to detect a frame is to know where the 

frame starts. It is done using an algorithm [5] which is based on auto correlation of short training 

sequence. Once the algorithm detects the start of the frame, a fixed number of samples are passed 

to next step. 

b. Frame Decoding: This involves few steps such as frequency and phase offset correction, symbol 

and magnitude alignment, Demodulation etc. In this step the output is provided once the 

descrambling is done.  

There are some limitations of above module, which are: 

1. Size of the frame to be decoded is limited. 

2. If one frame arrives shortly after another, it will not be detected. 

3. During the Channel Estimation it assumes the magnitude of carriers to be sinc shaped. 

4. To perform it over higher modulation techniques such as DQPSK, QAM-16 etc 

Channel Estimation will be implemented as mentioned in [9], such as for 16QAM comb-type channel 

estimation with low pass interpolation achieves the best performance. Least Square and Minimum Mean 

Square are two important pilot based channel estimation which will be examined. Also for implementation 

of Modulation technique such as 16-QAM and 64-QAM, projects and papers such as [10] would be 

helpful. 

As the author of the module has also proposed ideas to improve the module, it would be helpful to 

consider those ideas as well. 

3. Wireshark and libpcap 
Wireshark is an open source cross-platform packet analyzer, which uses pcap such as libpcap library, in 

order to allow the user to control its network interface and makes the traffic visible to user. Wireshark 

itself is written in C. Also Wireshark is capable of reading data from IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth, Ethernet, 

and USB etc. [4] 

Libpcap[2] is a packet capture library, written in C++, captures packets on the network which may or may 

not be destined for host. It uses some routines to do basic operations such as open_live [2] to obtain a 

packet capture descriptor. It will be used in order to interact between GNU Radio and Wireshark. 



4. Deliverables 
The following figure would show the targeted structure: 

 

 

The final version of project will be able to receive WiFi packets and use the OFDM Receiver to process 

them and then pass it to the libpcap library using a socket (similar to UDP used in original OFDM Rx) 

which would give Wireshark access to the packets. Hence a user will be able to analyze its network 

algorithm easily with the help of GNU Radio and Wireshark. 

This will be divided as following: 

1. Integrating the worked out OFDM receiver module (blocks designed in xml and defined in C++ ) 

in GNU Radio with USRP[6] 

2. Developing and using blocks for GNU Radio socket and Libpcap (written Python) 

3. Accessing the Packets in Wireshark (in Python) 

4. Finally, Getting Packet Error Rate for WiFi using USRP and GNU Radio on Wireshark. 

5. Plan 
Development of the project will be done in a code and test manner. Along with each development the 

documentation and outputs would be noted, based on which further steps will be taken. Also before actual 

coding begins, each step would be thoroughly presented to mentor so that the written code will be 

analyzed on the basis of what was presented. From time to time a small report will also be provided to 

mentor and community, so that regular feedback and comments can be provided by both. 

As the timeline of GSoC period is from 27 May to 27 September which is approximately 18 weeks, hence 

below mentioned preliminary plan would be followed. As the plan is in preliminary state and it is very 

likely that it may change as per the discussion with mentor goes on and work is done. 

First Phase 2 weeks Study the OFDM Rx, dive into the code, Prepare 

state of the art. 

Second Phase 3 Weeks Integrate the existing OFDM Rx code and write code 

for libpcap utility  

Third Phase 3 Weeks Testing libpcap utility block and integrate the 

wireshark 

Fourth Phase 1 Week Midterm Eval; OFDM Rx and wireshark should be 

implemented on basic level, Commenting the code 

and Mid level Documentation 

Fifth Phase 2 Weeks Work on the limitations of OFDM Rx such as Higher 

Modulation schemes and shifting Frame Detection in 

FPGA. 



Sixth Phase 3 Weeks Work on the limitations of OFDM Rx such as 

Channel Estimation. In parallel finish up the 

Wireshark interface, if anything remaining. 

Seventh Phase 2 Weeks  Shifting the Frame Detection to FPGA (Auto 

Correlation) 

Eighth Phase 2 Weeks Extensive Testing, Final Documentation 

 

During the period there would be extensive communication with mentor. Regular meetings over 

phone/skype would take place as per requirement and feasibility. If required it would be quite feasible to 

organize meetings with mentor for extensive discussion, since mentor is situated in same geographical 

region (within 5 hrs travel). Also the development would be done using tools such as Github, Gantt chart 

which would make the tracking of progress easier Also I have regular access to USRP’s and other 

equipment such as Spectrum Analyzer (4 Ghz), hence would not require any other support from 

community except guidance and feedback. 

6. Profile 
I am an international student at ECE Paris, enrolled in final year of Masters of Engineering program with 

major in Embedded Systems. I will be finishing my course at ECE Paris by November this year. I have 

been working on GNU Radio and USRP since September 2010, which is when I was first introduced to 

GNU Radio. Since then I have worked on different projects such as Use of ucla_zigbee_phy library, 

performance evaluation of different modulation techniques etc. I also worked on GNU Radio as my first 

year project, development of an intelligent switch to change the modulation technique at both Tx and Rx 

in GNU radio, was later published in DCC 2012 [8]. I have been a regular on the mailing list since 2010 

and I was also attendee at GNU Radio Conference 2012 in Atlanta GA. I have quite extensive experience 

in working on Python along with GNU Radio and even in industry during my internships at Infineon 

Technologies in Munich and Ansaldo STS in Paris. I have also participated in different competition such 

as DARPA Spectrum Challenge, NASA SpaceApp Challenge, INRIA Competitions etc. 

My motivation to pursue this project is my interest in the community GNU Radio. In past three years I 

have always considered myself as a part of the community. Since I am interested to pursue higher research 

in same domain, this would help me to understand GNU Radio more closely. Hence I will work on this 

project even after GSoC. This would also surely help me learn more about signal processing and get my 

skills stronger in the domain. 

Although this would not be my first international project but it would be the most valuable as first time I 

would be able to contribute directly to the community. I also have full support of my home institute for 

this project. I have regular access to USRP via them and my school will consider this project as a valuable 

addition to my degree program. Feel free to go through my blog here and my projects here.  

7. Conclusion 
This document comprises of all what I plan to do this summer. It discusses briefly the technical aspects of 

the project and how I plan to develop them under the guidance from mentor. I hope this would provide 

you all required details, however I would remain available to furnish any query you may have. 

http://shashankgaur.wordpress.com/about/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bdeay4y9mm4p0zb/aElXSdBNsy
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9. Abbreviation  
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer 

PDU: Protocol Data Unit 

OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

SDR: Software Defined Radio 

USRP: Universal Software Radio Peripheral 

VOLK: Vectorized Library of Kernels 
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